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Capturing The Dynamic Association Between A Tris-Dipicolinate Lanthane Complex And A Decapeptide: A Combined Paramagnetic NMR And Molecular Dynamics Exploration.†

Sandrine Denis-Quanquin,a Alessio Bartocci,a Florence Szczepaniak,b François Riobé,a Olivier Maury,a Elise Dumont,a,c* and Nicolas Giraud*b†

In the realm of biomolecules, peptides can present a manifold of structures. Our study sheds new light on the highly dynamic structural interplay between a tris-dipicolinate lanthanide probe and a test decapeptide SASYKTLPRG. Whereas a rather monotonous, electrostatically-driven association may have been expected, the combination of paramagnetic NMR and molecular dynamics simulations extensively captures interaction sites and their occupancy. This study reveals the importance of a large conformational sampling to reconcile characteristic time in NMR with molecular dynamics simulations, where sampling at the microsecond range is needed. This study opens the door for a detailed mechanistic elucidation of the early steps of lanthanide complexe-peptide or lanthanide complexe-protein interaction or self-assembly processes.

Introduction

Interaction of lanthanide ions or complexes with biomolecules (proteins, peptides, but also lipid and DNA) is versatile involving binding tag,1 supramolecular recognition,2,3 and spans a large range of timely applications such as (chiral-) sensing4 and even immuno assays.5,6 Such applications often take advantage of the luminescence optical and chiroptical properties of lanthanide complexes.7,8 Most probant results of lanthanide-biomolecules interactions have been obtained, yet structural insights are scarce. Indeed, only 72 structures of proteins in presence of lanthanide ions or complexes are currently reported in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). The paradigm may have changed recently as lanthanide ions have been proposed as agents for protein assisted co-crystallization, owing to their phasing9,10,11 or even nucleating properties.12 This calls even more for a rational view of interaction of lanthanide complexes with biomolecules. The recent concept of “molecular glues”13,14 as chemical auxiliaries used to consolidate protein-protein interfaces, and notably may give rise to an increasingly large number of PDB structures co-crystallized lanthanide complexes.15,16,17 Yet the crystallographic information will not suffice on its own and calls for an investigation the interaction of lanthanide complexes with biomolecules. A challenge is to restore a dynamic view of the non-covalent binding process.

One of the best experimental method, relying on the most celebrated electronic properties of lanthanides, is paramagnetic nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) which gave rise to the structural elucidation of several proteins based on the pseudo contacts shifts (PCS).18,19,20 Whereas the complete, sole PCS-based structural elucidation is possible but remains challenging, such studies are usually coupled to docking21 or molecular dynamics.22,23 The structural elucidation of peptides has most often dealt with lanthanide ions which directly interact with side chains.

In this paper, we report an exhaustive structural exploration of the dynamical association between a lanthanide probe and a disordered peptidic system. We have carried out a combined paramagnetic NMR and all-atom molecular dynamics investigation at the microsecond timerange to probe the interaction pattern. Both partners of this interaction process have been carefully selected on the basis of their interaction properties (Figure 1).

On the one hand, the tris-dipicolinate lanthanide complex [Ln(DPA)]3+ is one of the first system of its kind whose ability to develop supramolecular interactions with proteins has been reported.11,24,25,21,26,27 Its interactions properties have paved the way for the development of versatile non-covalent tags that can be used (i) to induce protein crystallization, and/or (ii) to exploit the paramagnetic or anomalous scattering properties of the inserted lanthanide centre, for the purpose of probing protein structure. Furthermore, the structure of [Ln(DPA)]3+ is simple, and exists as a racemic mixture of two enantiomers A and Δ that undergo a rapid interconversion in water at room temperature.28
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NMR Spectroscopy

The peptide \( P \) was purchased from the Protein Science Facility in Lyon (UMS3444). General procedures for the preparation of tris-dipicolinate lanthanide complexes \([\text{Na}_3][\text{Ln(DPA)}]_3\cdot x\text{H}_2\text{O}\) \( (\text{Ln} = \text{Tb, Gd, Pr or Y}) \)\(^{28} \) are detailed in Supporting Information. The peptide was dissolved in a sodium phosphate buffer at a pH ranging from 6.5 to 7. \( \text{D}_2\text{O} \) was added to the sample and 1,4-dioxane was used as an internal reference. Samples were prepared in 5 mm tubes with a peptide concentration of 2 mM. Solutions of \([\text{Na}_3][\text{Ln(DPA)}]_3\) in \( \text{D}_2\text{O} \) \( (\text{Ln} = \text{Tb, Gd, Pr or Y}) \) were prepared at a concentration of 100 mM for the titration experiments.

NMR experiments were carried out on a Bruker Avance III 400 MHz spectrometer equipped with a Prodigy cryoprobe with a z-axis gradient coil. The temperature was regulated at 298K. 1D \( ^1\text{H} \) and 2D \( ^1\text{H}-^1\text{H} \) TOCSY spectra were recorded to fully characterize the peptide at every step of the titration. 2D ROESY spectra were acquired to assess any kind of secondary structure in the peptide. 2D \( ^1\text{H}-^{13}\text{C} \) HSQC spectra were acquired to characterize the peptide and for the observation of paramagnetic relaxation enhancements (PRE). All spectra were processed using Topspin 3.6 software.

2D \( ^1\text{H}-^1\text{H} \) TOCSY spectra were recorded using a MLEV-17 spin-lock sequence with a mixing time of 70 ms and a wet solvent suppression scheme. Typically, spectra were acquired with 256 \( t_1 \) increments, 1024 data points, a relaxation delay of 0.8 s and 8 to 32 scans, giving an overall experimental time between 40 min and 160 min. All spectra were zero-filled in the F1 spectral dimension to 1024 data points followed by forward linear prediction of 400 points. The baseline of the FID was corrected using a gaussian function to further suppress the residual water signal. Finally, a square sine bell window function \( (\text{SSB} = 3) \) was applied in both dimensions prior to Fourier transformation.

2D \( ^1\text{H}-^1\text{H} \) ROESY spectra were recorded using a spin lock of 200 ms and excitation sculpting for solvent suppression. Typically, spectra were acquired with 256 \( t_1 \) increments, 2048 data points, a relaxation delay of 0.8 s and 32 scans, giving an overall experimental time of 3h. All spectra were zero-filled in the F1 spectral dimension to 1024 data points followed by forward linear prediction of 512 points. Finally, a square cosine bell window function was applied in both dimensions prior to Fourier transformation.

2D \( ^1\text{H}-^{13}\text{C} \) HSQC spectra were recorded with a standard phase sensitive edited HSQC sequence using gradients and adiabatic pulses. Typically, spectra were acquired with 256 \( t_1 \) increments, 1024 data points, a relaxation delay of 1 s and 64 scans, giving an overall experimental time of 5h. All spectra were zero-filled in the F1 spectral dimension to 1024 data points followed by forward linear prediction of 400 points. The baseline of the FID was corrected using a gaussian function to further suppress the residual water signal. Finally, a square cosine bell window function was applied in both dimensions prior to Fourier transformation.

Molecular dynamics simulations

Explicit solvent, all-atom molecular dynamics simulations were performed by using the Amber18 software package\(^{31} \), after parametrization of the tris-dipicolinate lanthanide complex enantiomers based on the metal centre parameters builder (MCPB) approach proposed for organometallic compounds by Li and Merz. The decapeptide \( P \) was built using the teap available within Ambertools. Standard Amber force fields were applied: ff14SB\(^{32} \) for the decapeptide and GAFF parameters for the ligand \([\text{Y(DPA)}]_3\). Within the MCPB\(^{32} \) method, the structure of the complex was optimized at the DFT-B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory by using the Gaussian\(^{34} \) program, and the RESP charge assignment leads to a charge of 0.43e on the Y atom. The van der Waals parameters was set up to 1.602 Å, in agreement with previous values in the literature. This choice would be the same for an yttrium atom, and it is important to stress out here that
we discard the role of the lanthanide centre as the coordination takes place in the second sphere.

The decapeptide P, isolated or interacting with the Δ or Λ enantiomers of the [Y(DPA)₃]³⁻ complex, was simulated using the same computational protocol. The systems were explicitly solvated using TIP3P water in truncated octahedron boxes, with sodium (Na⁺) and chloride (Cl⁻) ions corresponding to a salt concentration of 0.2 M. For all the simulation boxes, minimization was performed including 5000 steps of steepest descent and 5000 steps of conjugate gradient. Then, the temperature was increased from 0 to 300 K in a 30 ps thermalization run (NVT), followed by a 1 ns equilibration performed in NPT conditions. During the rest of the simulation, the temperature was kept constant at 300 K using the Langevin thermostat with a collision frequency γₙₑ equal to 1 ps⁻¹. Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method was used to treat long-range interaction. During the equilibration and production run phases, a cut off of 10 Å was used. The bonds involving hydrogen were treated with the SHAKE constraints algorithm. For both enantiomers, four independent trajectories of 1 μs with different initial velocities were run (thus 4 μs in total), while for P alone, only one of 500 ns. Ccpptraj module was used to perform cluster analysis, calculations of the distances and evaluation of surface accessible solvent area (SASA). The binding free energy ∆Gbind between P and both enantiomer molecules of the trisdipicolinate complex has been evaluated through the attach-pulling-release (APR)³⁵ method (see ESI).

Results and Discussion

NMR Study

P was fully characterized in solution using 2D ¹H-¹H TOCSY, NOESY, and ¹³C-¹H HSQC experiments (the assignment of proton shifts as well as the NMR spectra recorded on P are shown in Figure S1 and Table S1) The ROESY spectra did not show any correlation suggesting a stable secondary structure, as expected for a peptide of this size (Figures S2 and S3). Four lanthanide ions (Terbium, Gadolinium, Yttrium and Prasodymium) were then chosen to probe the interaction process between P and [Ln(DPA)₃]³⁻. A series of 2D ¹H-¹H TOCSY or ¹³C-¹H HSQC spectra was acquired on a peptide sample to which we have added the lanthanide complex, for [Ln(DPA)₃]³⁻:P ratios ranging from 0.2 to 5 (Ln = Tb, Gd, Pr or Y).

We have first used a Terbium complex to exploit the strong paramagnetic shifts induced by this metal even at a long distance.³⁶ Upon addition of [Tb(DPA)₃]³⁻, we indeed observe a significant variation in most of the proton shifts in P (Figure 2). We find that the amplitude of this variation increases with the amount of [Tb(DPA)₃]³⁻. Although at the highest ratio some proton signals were significantly broadened due to Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancement (PRE) induced by the Terbium centre, their assignment was still possible without any ambiguity (see S1 Table S2 for chemical shift and chemical shift variations of all proton resonances). Overall, these data show that P and [Tb(DPA)₃]³⁻ are interacting.

Moreover, the observation of a unique set of ¹H-¹³C correlations with a characteristic linear shift reflects a fast exchange process between a free state and a bound state resulting from the interaction between P and [Tb(DPA)₃]³⁻.

We remind here that the paramagnetic shift δpara induced for any proton in P by the interaction with a paramagnetic complex is defined through the equation:

\[ \delta_{\text{para}} = \delta_{\text{bound,para}} - \delta_{\text{bound, dia}} \]

where δbound,para is the chemical shift of the proton in the presence of the paramagnetic complex and δbound, dia is the chemical shift in the presence of the same complex incorporating a diamagnetic lanthanide metal. δbound, dia accounts for the conformational change induced in the molecule that is interacting with the paramagnetic compound. Furthermore, δpara is the sum of two contributions called Fermi contact and pseudo-contact shifts. The Fermi contact comes from a through-bond interaction and is negligible in most situations.³⁶ Herein, the paramagnetic shift may be interpreted as the pseudo-contact shift, which depends both on the distance of the spin to the paramagnetic centre and on the orientation of the paramagnetic complex with respect to the interacting molecule.³⁷ For a fast exchange process, δbound,para and δbound, dia can be determined by fitting the model curve corresponding to the relevant interaction mechanism to the shifts measured upon titration.³⁸

In the present case, we could model the observed shifts evolutions by an equilibrium between a free and a “bound”
form, which we refer to as 1:1 equilibrium. An average affinity constant $K_a = 8 \pm 2$ mM could be determined from the analysis of the titration curves recorded for the different protons in $P$. To confirm this result, praseodymium was selected to monitor the evolution of the diffusion coefficient of the interacting species upon addition of $[\text{Ln(DPA)}_3]^3$. This method has proven to be a complementary technique to chemical shift titration experiments. The evolution of the observed diffusion coefficients for the peptide is also in good agreement with a 1:1 equilibrium, yielding a similar affinity constant value $K_a = 7$ mM. We note however that it was not possible to exploit the diffusion data recorded for the complex, because the overall high fraction of the complex in the sample throughout the titration experiment leads to a weak variation in the observed diffusion coefficient for this molecule.

The analysis of the data recorded with the paramagnetic Terbium complex allowed for determining the paramagnetic shift in the bound form $\delta_{\text{bound}}^{1H}$. Finally, the same titration experiment was carried out using $[\text{Y(DPA)}_3]^3$, which allowed for determining the diamagnetic contribution $\delta_{\text{bound}}^{1H}$ in order to throw off the contribution to the observed shift variation of the conformational changes induced in $P$ upon supramolecular interactions (see SI Table S3 and Figures S4 and S5 for the analysis of titration and diffusion NMR experiments using a 1:1 equilibrium). Figure 3 shows the evolution of the apparent paramagnetic shift $\delta_{\text{para}} = \delta_{\text{bound}} - \delta_{\text{bound}}^{1H}$ that was determined for the different protons in $P$ when it is interacting with $[\text{Tb(DPA)}_3]^3$.

The largest $\delta_{\text{para}}$ values are observed for Serine S1 protons, followed by Lysine K5(ε) and K5(δ) protons, at the extremity of the side chain, and Serine S3(1H) amide proton. We note however that for Arginine R9 lateral chain, which is expected to interact closely with the lanthanide complex, we observe a rather weak $\delta_{\text{para}}$ value. Two interpretations can be considered: (i) Arginine R9 actually does not interact with the lanthanide complex, or (ii) it is interacting, but a dynamic process averages the paramagnetic shift that can be detected for this residue.

Furthermore, the Gadolinium complex was used to probe Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancements (PREs) throughout the peptide structure. Although they do not induce any chemical shift changes, Gadolinium ions are known to lead to strong PREs that mainly depend on the distance between the nuclear spin and the paramagnetic centre. We have thus acquired $^1H-^{13}C$ HSQC experiments on a 1mM peptide solution with 0, 0.2 and 0.4 equivalents of $[\text{Gd(DPA)}_3]^3$ to measure PREs over a broad range of distances. The evolution of the peak ratio $I_{\text{para}}/I_{\text{dia}}$ calculated for the different C-H correlations belonging to $P$ is shown in Figure 4, for two different numbers of equivalents of $[\text{Na}_3][\text{Gd(DPA)}_3]^3$.

Overall, we observe that the Gadolinium complex in solution induces a broadening of all the lines as reflected by the value of the $I_{\text{para}}/I_{\text{dia}}$ ratio that are all below 80%. We also note that this broadening is not uniform. Some residues are indeed more impacted than others as illustrated on the $I_{\text{para}}/I_{\text{dia}}$ ratios determined for 0.2 equivalent that show the disappearance of the S1(ε) and R9(γ) protons signals. This increased PRE shows that some proton sites have been in closer contact with the paramagnetic centre. The analysis of the PRE distributions at 0.2 and 0.4 equivalents thus suggests that residues S1 and R9 were directly interacting with the lanthanide complex, as well as the region Y4-K5.

From the NMR study, we can conclude that we observe and quantify the interaction between $P$ and the lanthanide complex $[\text{Ln(DPA)}_3]^3$, which gives rise to a fast exchange process on the NMR timescale. The analysis of the PCS and PRE data highlight three regions that are in close contact with the complex: S1, Y4-K5, and R9. We remark however that the PCS values that are obtained for some residues suggest that the flexibility of $P$ during the interaction process should be accounted for in order to fully explain them. To gain further insight into this system, in the following section we perform molecular dynamics simulations to unveil the dynamic features of the interaction process.

Molecular dynamics simulations of the decamptide $P$ and impact of binding with $[\text{Ln(DPA)}_3]^3$

We first explore the structure of the explicitly-solvated decamptide $P$ to probe structural changes upon binding with the ligand. This decamptide features two residues with a positively-charged side chain, Lysine K5 and Arginine R9 (boldfaced in green in Figure 1). The decamptide $P$ that was used in the NMR experiments is not capped at the N- and C-terminals, leading to $-\text{NH}_3^+$ and $-\text{COO}^-$ terminal functional groups of Serine S1 and Glycine G10 that also play a role in defining the structure of $P$. Accordingly, $P$ was left uncapped in our
simulations. With three positive charged residues, two uncapped and polar ones prone to hydrogen bonding, P can be considered as a good testcase to delineate a competition as one, two (eventually the three) residues could interact with the carboxylate arms of the dipicolinate moiety, as suggested by the experimental NMR study.

As expected for an intrinsically-disordered peptide, P on its own spans a large number of structures. This is reflected in the distribution of the head-to-tail (Dₜₜₜ) interatomic distance measured between the carbon atoms of the N- and C-termini S1(α) and G10(α): it is centered around 17.2 ± 5.7 Å (Figure 5). The third cluster provides an example of a more compact fold of P, with a distance of 4.92 Å, owing to the formation of a salt bridge between S1 and G10. This structure is representative of the low-populated first peak at 5.5 Å (green line, Figure 5). Moreover, transient intermolecular hydrogen bonds between O:S3···H:L7 and O:Y4···H:T6 contribute to the folding of the decapeptide P.

The association between the tris-dipicolinate complex (charged -3) and the decapeptide P was then probed by molecular dynamics simulations, with two series of four trajectories of 1 μs, one series for the Δ enantiomer and one series for the Λ enantiomer, as reported in Table S4. The decapeptide P offers a priori at least three anchor points upon interaction with [Y(DPA)₃]³⁻ to trigger its “wrapping” upon binding with the tris-dipicolinate lanthanide. This fold can be seen by the decrease on the Dₜₜₜ value (14.3 and 14.8 Å for the adducts P-Λ and P-Δ, respectively), as reported and Figure 5 and Table S4. The non-covalent interactions between P and the trisdipicolinate lanthanide complex can also be quantified as associative by the decreasing values of SASA of P with respect to the intrinsic value 1196 Å² (P alone).

The most populated structures iddue from the clusters analysis (46.0% and 37.4% for the Λ and Δ enantiomers respectively), shown leftside in Figure 6 (next page), correspond to an interaction of the trisdipicolinate with S1 and R9, whereas the central lysine K5 is solvent exposed. The other clusters, accounting more 40-50% of the total population correspond to an alternance of S1, K5 and R9 as two of them bind the tris-dipicolinate. Figure 7 provides the time evolution of three interatomic distances between the lanthanide ion and the centres of mass of the three residues S1, K5 and R9. It characterizes an highly dynamic association, as the positively-charged residues regularly swap to anchor the lanthanide.

Interaction with the N-terminal Serine S1 occurs through its uncapped -NH₃⁺ group, which is prone to interact with an carboxylate oxygen of the tris-dipicolinate (the one not bounded to the lanthanide ion). The binding of the lanthanide complex with R9 corresponds to an electrostatic interaction, reinforced by a π-stacked mode (see the third clusters in Figures 6-b and 6-c). Interaction with the lysine K5 implies its NH₂⁺ end group and the oxygens of the carboxylate arise. It is interesting to note that only one cluster, only for the Δ enantiomer, only weakly populated with an occupation of 13.5%, features the three interactions at the same time. This compact fold is barely observed for the Λ enantiomer. This indicates that the decapeptide P is too short and too dynamic to afford a stable association mode where the three-positively charge groups bind the trianionic complex.
Figure 6. Four representative structures for P, isolated, interacting with the Δ or Λ enantiomer of [Y(DPA)_3]_3^- obtained from cluster analysis of all trajectories (population percentages are given in parenthesis). The water box and part of the hydrogen atoms are omitted for the sake of clarity. The lanthanide central ion is shown in green sphere, the dipicolinate ligands are shown in red.

Other residues transiently do not interact, or interact sparsely, with the tris-dipicolinate: Y4, the only aromatic residue of P, opportunistically π-stacks with dipicolinate moities (ca. 5% over time). Several, competitive non-covalent interactions can come into play, also, to trigger a partial folding with more compact conformations of P: a π-stacking between Y4 and K5 (ca. 50% of the trajectory, see Figure S8), and an hydrogen bond interaction between O:S1···H:L7 and O:S1···H:T6.

The structural inspection at the microsecond time range proves a highly dynamic and versatile interaction mode as [Ln(DPA)_3]_3^- interacts with P. As can be seen, the two enantiomers of the lanthanide complex behave structurally very similarly, with no chirality-enhanced for the association with the peptide P. This is confirmed by absolute free energy calculations of ΔGbind, which is found similar for the two enantiomers, given the error bars, with values of -5.0±0.6 and -6.3±0.7 kcal.mol^{-1} (see Table S4).

Discussion

At this step it is interesting to draw up the overall landscape of the interaction process, as it can be addressed by the combination of NMR spectroscopy and MD simulations. On the one hand, it should be noted that both approaches have identified 3 major interaction sites along P that are residues S1, K5 and R9, but also a contribution from the Tyrosine Y4. In particular, there is a good agreement on the fact that S1 is interacting via the NH^+ group on its backbone, whereas for K5 and R9 their sidechain is coming into play. This atomic scale analysis is validated by both the distances measurements reported by MD, and the PCS and PRE perturbations probed by NMR. On the other hand, NMR and MS offer a complementary insight into the dynamic features of these supramolecular interactions. From the NMR point of view, the data extracted from the titration experiments are coherent with a 1:1 equilibrium in the fast exchange regime. Moreover, MD simulations suggest that this “bound” state should not be seen as a rigid, unique adduct, but results from a dynamic association between the lanthanide complex and P. The computed trajectories describe an interaction scenario with one highly populated structure (for each enantiomer) where [Ln(DPA)_3]_3^- interact through S1 and R9, and a series of less populated - transient- structures corresponding to weaker interaction modes, where S1, K5 and R9 alternatively interact with P. This
dynamic picture is useful to qualitatively explain the fluctuations in the PREs that were determined using the Gadolinium complex. In Figure 8, the PRE value is plotted as a function of the distance to the lanthanide centre for the different proton sites in the peptide. It is noticeable that the protons with the strongest attenuation are located on parts of the residues S1 and R9 that are directly interacting with the lanthanide complex in the most populated structure. Conversely, for the residues S3, T6, L7, P8 which are not key actors of the interaction process, we see higher PREs, with the general trend of the longer the distance, the higher the PRE. It is interesting to note that a third group of protons can be highlighted for K5 and Y4, with a longer mean distance and a rather small PRE value. These protons belong to the side chain of these residues that are interacting with the complex.

The rather small value of their PRE can be interpreted as arising from the fact that these protons spend time in close contact with the gadolinium metal, whereas the mean distance value that is rather long for such PRE value, can be explained by the fact that they belong to a highly flexible region of P, which explores a broad conformational space.

From these observations, it can be assumed that if on the time scale of the NMR experiment this system can be seen as 1:1 equilibrium undergoing a fast exchange process, MD simulations allow for addressing the fate of the “bound” state on a shorter time scale. The positioning of Tyrosine Y4 is interesting in that respect: our MD simulations characterize an electrostatic interaction with the Lysine K5 side chain, with a low proximity to the lanthanide center (conformations for which the interatomic distance towards the center of mass of the Tyrosine Y4 is lower than 8 Å are populated to 10.0%). Even with a low population, such structures (shown in Figure S9) could explain the signals observed on the NMR experiments. The dynamic association between the lanthanide complex and the peptide P leads to an averaging of the NMR measurements that can be performed on this “bound” state, as it is illustrated by the affinity constant that can be extracted from titration experiments. We note that such averaging of PCS and PRE values upon interaction with a flexible system has already been reported⁶⁰. The experimental Gibbs energy that can be evaluated from this affinity constant (ΔG = -2.9 ± 0.2 kcal.mol⁻¹), and the agreement with the computational estimation (-5.0 and -6.3 kcal.mol⁻¹) is encouraging: the overestimation based on all-atom MD simulations is expected here, due to the lack of polarizable force fields or the lack of sampling non-bounded states. A more integrated view on the free energy signature of peptides/lanthanide complexes will require more advanced exploration.

Conclusions

We report a combined NMR-molecular dynamics exploration of the highly dynamical association of a test decapeptide with the [Ln(DPA)₃]³⁻ complex. Unlike what one could have anticipated, even this electrostatically driven system presents a non-trivial association mode, highly dynamic, which can be captured by the crosstalk between molecular dynamics and paramagnetic NMR. On the ns to µs timescale, MD simulations reveal that 3 residues in the peptide interact non simultaneously with the lanthanide complex, leading to one main structure alternating with less populated “bound” states with higher flexibility. These transient states are interconverting rapidly on the timescale that is relevant to NMR, hereby leading to the observation of an average “bound” state that is itself in fast exchange with a free state. Such complex picture of a supramolecular interaction process can only be addressed by the combination of NMR and MD, which both offer an atomic resolution insight of the interacting species, on complementary timescales.

We believe that this approach will be useful to address more complex supramolecular systems such as the nucleation steps that are preceding several aggregation or crystallization processes, because they involve transient species that can neither be captured in solution before the nucleation starts, These results open the way to the study of a broad range of molecular scaffolds, from proteins to amyloid peptides, where MD simulations could become an interesting way of pre-screening new systems before carrying out an NMR exploration. The development of methods to increase the analytical potential of this approach is in progress in our groups.
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